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Abstract
(All the ‘-groups we consider are Abelian.) Some 2rst-order theories of divisible ‘-groups
are well known, for example the theory of the totally ordered ones and the theories of the
projectable ones (in: A.M.W. Glass, W.C. Holland (Eds.), Lattice-ordered Groups, Kluwer Aca-
demic Press, Dordrecht, 1989, pp. 41–79). In this paper we study some theories of nonprojectable
divisible ‘-groups, the simplest example of which is R×˜(R× R) (the lexicographic product of
R by the direct product R × R). We introduce a generalization of the projectability property
(r-projectability). We prove that the class of r-projectable special-valued divisible ‘-groups is an
elementary class and give a classi2cation of its completions.
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0. Introduction
This paper deals with 2rst-order theories of divisible lattice-ordered groups (‘-
groups). The following are examples of the type of question we shall be concerned
with: let a divisible ‘-group G be the Hahn product over a root system I of a family of
divisible totally ordered groups. Is the 2rst-order theory of the ‘-group G determined
by the 2rst-order theory of I as an ordered structure? Can we recover the 2rst-order
theory of I from the 2rst-order theory of G? We answer these questions and, more
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generally, we de2ne and study a large class of ‘-groups whose behaviour is in many
respects similar to that of Hahn products. We obtain a classi2cation of their 2rst-order
theories that vastly generalizes a well-known result of Weispfenning for projectable
‘-groups [16]. More precisely, if a root-system I contains three points whose order
is neither a union of chains nor an antichain, then a Hahn product over I is not
projectable but enjoys some properties related to projectability. In order to develop
this, we introduce two new notions, that of r-projectable ‘-group and that of the
de5nable maximal support of an element of an ‘-group.
This paper is organized as follows. Most of the proofs of the results in Sections 1–6
have been omitted as space saving device. In Section 1 we give some de2nitions and
lemmas about root-systems, Hahn products and special-valued ‘-groups. In Section 2,
we introduce the r-projectability property. In Section 3 we consider the Hahn products
G=V (I; (Gi)i∈I ) and prove that, under a natural hypothesis on the root-system (I;6),
the root-system itself and each Gi are interpretable in G. In Section 4 we endow
each divisible r-projectable special-valued ‘-group G with a valued group structure
(as de2ned in [4]), giving a de2nable embedding of G in a Hahn product. Then, by
a back-and-forth argument between substructures (described in Section 5) we prove
(Section 6) that the theories of those ‘-groups are determined by the theory of an
interpretable lattice.
In Section 7 some simple applications are given; for example, if I and J are root-
systems, and G=V (I; (Gi)i∈I ); G′=V (J; (G′j)j∈J ), then, under a natural assumption
(for I and J to be branching), G≡G′ iJ (A(I);)≡ (A(J );). Using a transfer
result between root-systems and their systems of antichains proved by Gluschankof
[11], we obtain that G≡G′ iJ (I;6)≡ (J;6). As another application, let L be an ‘-
subgroup of V (I; (Gi)i∈I ) which contains the Hahn sum ⊕(I; (Gi)i∈I ). If L is laterally
complete, then L≡V (I; (Gi)i∈I ), and if L is narrow, then L≡⊕ (I; (Gi)i∈I ).
1. Root systems and Hahn products
All groups considered are abelian. For de2nitions see [1,2,6,9,10].
A root-system (I;6) is an ordered set such that for all i∈ I the set {j; i6j} is to-
tally ordered. A classical example is the set of values of a lattice-ordered
group.
Given (Gi)i∈I a family of groups, if
∏
i∈I Gi denotes their product and g=(gi)i∈I ∈∏
i∈I Gi, the support of g (notation supp(g)) is de2ned by supp(g)= {i∈ I ; gi =0}.
If I is a root-system and if (Gi)i∈I is a family of totally ordered groups, the Hahn
product of this family over I , V (I; (Gi)i∈I ), is the subgroup consisting of the elements
in
∏
i∈I Gi whose support satis2es the ascending chain condition (i.e. every chain
has a maximal element). (From now on, when writing G=V (I; (Gi)i∈I ) we assume
implicitly that I is a root-system and that each Gi is a totally ordered group.) If
g∈V (I; (Gi)i∈I ), the maximal support ms(g) of g is the subset of maximal elements
in supp(g) and g is de2ned to be positive if for each i∈ms(g), g(i) is positive. With
this order V (I; (Gi)i∈I ) is a lattice-ordered group. If Gi =G for all i, then V (I; (Gi)i∈I )
is called the Hahn power of G over I and denoted by V (I; G).
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1.1. Root-systems
In this section, I and J will stand for root systems.
We use the notation i⊥ j iJ neither i6j nor j6i (i.e. they are incomparable). (We
shall later see why this unusual notation is convenient for our purposes.)
The following root-system I3 will be of frequent use: I3 = {i; j; k} with j¡i, k¡i
and k ⊥ j.
I is branching if for all i; j∈ I , such that j¡i, there exists k¡i such that j⊥ k. We
de2ne the following equivalence relation: for i; j∈ I , iRj iJ ∀k(k ⊥ i⇔ k ⊥ j). The
relation R is compatible with the order and the quotient I=R is branching.
An antichain of I is a subset of pairwise incomparable elements of I .
We denote by A(I) the set of antichains of (I;6), and by Af(I) the subset of 2nite
antichains; both of them are partially ordered by a  b iJ (∀t ∈ a∃ t′ ∈ b; t6t′) as
de2ned in [14].
In a partially ordered set with a least element 0 we write a⊥ b iJ a∧ b=0 and
c= a⊕ b iJ c= a∨ b and a⊥ b and a =0 = b. In this case we say that a and b are
components of c. An element is irreducible if it has no component.
A(I) and Af(I) are distributive lattices where the least element is the empty antichain,
denoted by ∅ or 0. A(I) is laterally complete (i.e. any family of pairwise orthogonal
elements has a least upper bound).
Without further mention, all the lattices considered below will be distributive with
least element.
We say that a lattice L is orthoseparated if for all a; b∈L, there are a1; a2; b1; b2
such that
a = a1 ⊕ a2 & b = b1 ⊕ b2 & a ∨ b = a1 ⊕ b2: (1)
Remark that this implies a∧ b= a2⊕ b1:
It is easy to verify that the lattices A(I) and Af(I) are orthoseparated. Identifying i
with {i}, (I;6) is 2rst-order de2nable in (A(I);) as the set of irreducible elements
[11]. In (A(I);) we have:
a⊥ b iJ (∀t; t′ ∈ I; (t ∈ a& t′ ∈ b)⇒ t⊥ t′); and
t⊥ t′ iJ {t}⊥{t′} (justifying the notation).
We can also de2ne, for t ∈ I and a∈A(I), t⊥ a iJ for each t′ ∈ a, t⊥ t′. Then, t⊥ a
iJ {t}⊥ a. For i∈ I and a∈A(I), we have i∈ a iJ (a= {i} or ∃b∈A(I); a= b⊕{i}).
De2ne: a⊥b = {t ∈ a; t⊥ b}, and ab = {t ∈ a; ∃ t′ ∈ b; t′6t or t6t′}. We say that
a⊥b is the relative orthogonal of b in a, and ab is the relative projection of b onto a.
The antichains a⊥b, ab and a∩ b (set-theoretical intersection), as well as the meet
∧ and join ∨ for the relation , are 2rst-order de2nable in (A(I);). We have the
following properties:
If b ⊆ a and c ⊆ a; then b ∩ c = b∧ c; (2)
a⊥(b∨c) = a⊥b ∩ a⊥c = a⊥b ∧ a⊥c; (3)
a⊥b ∨ a⊥c ⊆ a⊥(b∧ c); but the reverse inclusion is not always true; (4)
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(a⊕ b)⊥y = a⊥y ⊕ b⊥y and a⊥(y⊕z) = a⊥y ∩ a⊥z ; (5)
Setting c = a⊥b; we have a⊥c = ab (6)
(so the relative projection of b onto a is the relative orthogonal in a of the relative
orthogonal of b in a),
(a⊕ b) ∩ c = (a ∩ c)⊕ (b ∩ c): (7)
We say that a subset L of A(I) is: ⊥-closed (resp. ∩-closed) if for each a; b∈L,
a⊥b belongs to L (resp. a∩ b∈L).
Let L and L′ be sublattices of A(I) such that L⊆L′⊆A(I); we say that L is ∩-closed
in L′ if for all x; y∈L, if x∩y∈L′, then x∩y∈L.
Remark that by (6) if L⊆A(I) is ⊥-closed, then it is also closed under the relative
projection which maps (a; b) to ab. Conversely, if L is closed under relative projection
and internal complementation (i.e. ∀a; b∈L; ab ∈L and if a⊆ b, then b\a∈L), then L
is ⊥-closed.
1.2. Orthoseparated ⊥-closed and ∩-closed 5nite sublattices of antichains
In this subsection we investigate the enlargements of a given 2nite sublattice of A(I)
to another 2nite sublattice which in addition is orthoseparated, ⊥-closed and ∩-closed.
(This will be used in Section 5 below.)
If A is a 2nite sublattice of A(I) we denote by aM the largest element of A, i.e. the
join of all the elements of A. If a′ ∈A(I) we denote by Aa′ the sublattice {aa′ ; a∈A}.
Consider the following properties of a lattice L⊆A(I): (a) L is orthoseparated; (b)
L is ⊥-closed; (c) L is ∩-closed in another sublattice of A(I). The following, easily
checked facts will be used below:
• If a′ is a component of aM , and A satis2es (a) (resp. (b) and (c)) then Aa′ satis2es
(a) (resp. (b) and (c)).
• Each of (a), (b), and (c) holds in an orthogonal sum A1⊕A2 of sublattices of A(I)
if and only if it holds in each of the factors A1 and A2.
Lemma 1.1. Let L be an orthoseparated and ⊥-closed sublattice of A(I) and A a
5nite sublattice of L. Then there exists a sublattice A⊆A′⊆L which is 5nite and
orthoseparated.
Proof. The proof is by induction on the cardinality of A. If A is the one-element
sublattice the result is clear. Now suppose the result holds for all sublattices of L
whose cardinality is less than n, and let |A|= n. If aM is the join of two incomparable
elements aM = b∨ c, then, because L is orthoseparated (by (1)), there are a1(b; c) and
a2(b; c) in L such that aM = a1(b; c)⊕ a2(b; c), with a1(b; c) being a component of b
and a2(b; c) a component of c. Let XM be the 2nite set obtained by picking elements
a1(b; c), a2(b; c), for all pairs b; c∈A such that aM = b∨ c . Let B be the Boolean
algebra generated by XM and let B0 be the set of atoms of B. For each ∈B0, let
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A = {a; a∈A}. Then A is a sublattice of L and |A|6n. Let A∗ =A\{}. It is
easy to verify that A∗ is a sublattice of L (suppose = b ∨ c with b =  = c; then,
because L is orthoseparated,  would be an orthogonal sum, contradicting the fact that it
is an atom). The cardinality of A∗ is less than n, so by the induction hypothesis, there is
a sublattice (A∗)
′ of L, containing A, which is orthoseparated. Setting A′ =(A
∗
)
′∪{}
and A′=
⊕
(A
′
), it is easy to verify that A
′ is contained in L and it is 2nite and
orthoseparated.
Lemma 1.2. Let A⊆A(I) be 5nite and orthoseparated; let T (A) be the substructure
of A(I) generated by A in the language L′ of lattices plus the binary operation ⊥.
Then T (A) is 5nite and orthoseparated. Further each irreducible element of T (A) is
a component of an element of A.
Proof. It suMces to prove that, for each 2nite sublattice A⊆A(I) which is orthosepa-
rated, there is a 2nite sublattice A′ of A(I) containing A which is orthoseparated and
⊥-closed. The proof is by induction on the number of elements of A. The assertion
is true for a one-element sublattice of A(I). Suppose now that the assertion is true
for each sublattice of A(I) whose cardinal is less than n, and let |A|= n satisfy the
induction hypothesis.
If aM is the join of two incomparable elements, then it is an orthogonal sum
aM = b∨ c. Each of Ab and Ac has less than n elements, so the induction hypothesis
gives A′b and A
′
c which are orthogonal, orthoseparated and
⊥-closed. Then A′=A′b⊕A′c
has the required properties.
So we may assume that aM is irreducible in A. Let C =A\{aM}; C is a
sublattice with less than n elements; let c be its largest element. In A(I), aM =(aM )c⊕
(aM )⊥c.
If (aM )c = c, then we can apply the induction hypothesis to Ac to get A′c, and set
A′= 〈aM 〉⊕A′c, where 〈aM 〉 is the sublattice whose elements are aM and ∅.
Suppose now that aM =(aM )c = c; by induction, C is contained in some 2nite,
orthoseparated and ⊥-closed C′. Let B be the Boolean algebra generated by the
projections of the elements of C′ on aM , and let B0 be the set of atoms of B.
Then A′=⊕ (C′"; "∈B0) has the required properties.
The fact that each irreducible element of A′ is a component of an element of A can
be veri2ed at each step of the proof, and this clearly implies that A′ is orthoseparated.
Lemma 1.3. Let A and L be sublattices of A(I) such that A⊆L, A 5nite and or-
thoseparated. Let T ′(A; L) be the substructure of L generated by A in the language
L′′ consisting of L′ plus intersection as a partially de5ned operation on L. Then
T ′(A; L) is 5nite and orthoseparated.
Proof. It suMces to prove that there is a 2nite A′ orthoseparated, ⊥-closed and ∩-
closed in L, containing A. By Lemma 1.2 we may assume that A is ⊥-closed. Once
more the proof is by induction on the number of elements of A, and the property is
true for the one-element lattice. It is clear that we can suppose aM irreducible. Let
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c be the supremum of A\{aM}; there exists a′ ∈A(I) such that aM = a′⊕ (aM ∩ c).
AaM ∩ c has less than n elements, so without loss of generality we may assume that
aM ∩ c= ∅. Let C =A\{c}; it has less than n elements, so by the induction hypothesis
there is C′⊇C 2nite orthoseparated, ⊥-closed and ∩-closed in M . Let B be the Boolean
algebra of projections, B= {ac′ ; c′ ∈C′}, and let B0 be the set of its atoms; let A′"
be the lattice C′" ∪{(aM )"}. Then it is easy to verify that A′=⊕ (A′"; "∈B0) has the
required properties.
1.3. Hahn products and special-valued ‘-groups
If g∈G=V (I; (Gi)i∈I ) and g∈G, then ms(g) is an antichain of I . We have g⊥ g′
iJ ms(g)⊥ms(g′). As usual, g+ = g∨ 0 and g−= g∧ 0. De2ne ms+(g)= {i∈ms(g);
gi¿0} and ms−(g)= {i∈ms(g); gi60}. If g=(gi)i∈I ∈G and a⊆ms(g), we de2ne
the restriction of g to a (notation g|a) to be the element (hi)i∈I , where hi = gi if
{i}  a, and 0 otherwise.
We saw that for each root-system I , the quotient I=R is branching. Let us denote
by –ˆ the elements of I=R; for each –ˆ let G–ˆ =V (–ˆ; (Gi)i∈–ˆ). Then G–ˆ is totally ordered
and V (I; (Gi)i∈I )=V (I=R; (G–ˆ)–ˆ∈I=R).
The embedding theorem of Conrad–Harvey–Holland [5] asserts that each ‘-group G
can be embedded in some Hahn power G′=V (I;R), where I is a suMciently large
subset of the root-system of the values of G. (A value of an element g∈G is a convex
‘-subgroup of G maximal with respect to not containing g.) An element having only
one value is said special and its value is called a special value. G is called special-
valued if each of its elements has a special value. A special-valued group is charac-
terized by the condition that each g∈G is the join of an orthogonal family of special
elements (which are uniquely determined: g=⊕{gi; i is a special value of g}). G
is called 5nite-valued if each g∈G has a 2nite set of values. G is called laterally-
complete if its positive cone is a laterally complete lattice (any disjoint subset has a
join).
2. r-projectable lattices and ‘-groups
De"nition 2.1. A lattice L is called r-projectable if it has a least element 0 and satis2es
the following condition:
(∀a; b = 0)(∃a′; a′′)(a ⊥ b& a = a′ ⊕ a′′&
(∀c = 0; d = 0)(a′′ = c ⊕ d ⇒ (c =∈ b⊥&d =∈ b⊥)): (8)
The second part of the formula says that there is a component of a which is orthog-
onal to b and, in some sense, maximal for this property.
De"nition 2.2. An ‘-group G is called r-projectable if its positive cone is an r-
projectable lattice.
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Remark 2.3.
• Each of the notions occurring in (8) can be interpreted in ‘-groups as well as in
lattices. G is r-projectable iJ it satis2es condition (8), as an ‘-group.
• The elements a′ and a′′ whose existence is asserted in (8) are uniquely determined.
We denote them, respectively, by a⊥b and ab. As noted below this notation is con-
sistent with that de2ned above for the lattice A(I), so we use the same terminology:
relative orthogonal and relative projection. The element g⊥h is the largest component
of g orthogonal to h.
Example 2.4. The following lattices are r-projectable: chains with least element;
Boolean algebras; A(I) and Af(I) (for a root system I); and any laterally complete
subset A⊆A(I) containing I and ∅.
Example 2.5. The following ‘-groups are r-projectable:
1. The projectable ‘-groups.
2. The Hahn product H=V (I; (Gi)i∈I ). (Remark that, if I contains I3 (see Section
1.1) as a substructure, this Hahn product is not projectable.)
3. The 2nite-valued ‘-groups: In particular: the Hahn sum ⊕(I; (Gi)i∈I ) (subgroup
of the elements of H of 2nite support); the narrow-Hahn-product N (I; (Gi)i∈I )
(subgroup of the elements of H such that all antichains in supp(g) are 2nite).
(See [14].)
4. The laterally complete special-valued ‘-groups.
Here is an example of a non-r-projectable ‘-group. Let I be a countable antichain
and let G be the Hahn power V (I;R) (G is the direct product of copies of R denoted
by Gi). Let H be the ‘-subgroup of G generated by the sum of the Gi and two
elements x and y, where xi =1 for each i∈ I , and yi = ( iJ i∈N and yi =0 iJ i =∈N.
The ‘-group H is not r-projectable.
3. Interpretability
De"nition 3.1. Let R be the two-variable formula de2ned by:
(b⊥ ⊆ a⊥&
(∀b′; b′′((b = b′ ⊕ b′′)⇒ (∃a′; a′′; a = a′ ⊕ a′′& a′ ∈ b⊥⊥& a′′ ∈ b′′⊥⊥))):
This formula can be interpreted both in a lattice with a least element and in an
‘-group; in both cases the second part of the formula says that for each orthogonal
decomposition of b there is a compatible orthogonal decomposition of a. If g and h
belong to an ‘-group G, R(g; h) iJ R(|g|; |h|) in the positive cone lattice of G and
R(−g; h) iJ R(g; h) iJ R(g;−h). The relation R is reQexive and transitive.
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One can easily prove that, for suitable Hahn products, the relation R provides an
interpretation of the maximal supports:
Theorem 3.2. If G=V (I; (Gi)i∈I ) with branching I , then for all g; h∈G : ms(g) 
ms(h) i< R(g; h). The partially ordered set (A(I);), the root-system (I;6) and each
Gi can be interpreted in G. (Without the branching hypothesis we have V (I; (Gi)i∈I )=
V (I=R; (G–ˆ)–ˆ∈I=R) where I=R and each G–ˆ is interpretable in G.)
Next we look at the meaning of the relation R in a more general context. De2ne
dms(g)= {h; R(g; h) and R(h; g)}. We call it the de5nable maximal support of g. We
de2ne dms(G)= {dms(g); g∈G}, and write dms(g) dms(h) instead of R(g; h), then
(dms(G);) is a partially ordered set with least element dms(0)= {0}. When G is a
Hahn product of totally ordered groups over a branching root-system, (ms(G);) and
(dms(G);) coincide.
Lemma 3.3. Let g¿0 and h¿0. Then:
(0) If g6h, then dms(g) dms(h).
(1) If n∈Z, n =0, then dms(ng)=dms(g).
(2) dms(∨ (gj; j∈ J ))=∨ (dms(gj); j∈ J ).
(3) dms(g+ h)=dms(g)∨dms(h)
(4) dms(g) dms(h) iJ ∃g′; h′; 06g′6h′&dms(g)=dms(g′) dms(h′)=dms(h).
(5) If g ⊥ h, then dms(g)∧dms(h) exists and is {0}.
Lemma 3.4. If dms(g)=dms(h) and g is special, then h is also special, and dms(g)
is determined by g⊥.
Theorem 3.5. If G is r-projectable and special-valued, then dms(G) is a distributive
lattice with a least element, i.e.
(6) If g¿0 and h¿0, then dms(g)∧dms(h)=dms(g∧ h).
Lemma 3.6. If dms(g) is irreducible, then g is special.
4. The de"nable representation theorem for special-valued r-projectable ‘-groups
In this section, L will stand for a distributive lattice with a least element 0 and I(L)
will denote the set of its irreducible elements.
De"nition 4.1. A lattice L will be called rooted if I(L) is a root-system and
∀a∈L∃ b∈ I(L)b6a.
An atomic Boolean algebra is rooted. The two lattices of antichains A(I) and Af(I)
of a root-system are rooted.
For an ‘-group G de2ne I(G) to be I(dms(G)). It is easy to verify that I(G) is a
root-system. We shall focus on those ‘-groups G such that dms(G) is rooted.
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Lemma 4.2. An r-projectable ‘-group G is special-valued i< dms(G) is rooted.
Theorem 4.3. The class of r-projectable special-valued ‘-groups is an elementary
class.
If G is r-projectable and special-valued, then dms(G) can be embedded in A(I(G))
hence we can then consider dms(g) as an antichain.
Lemma 4.4. Let G be special-valued. For each i∈ I(G) de5ne:
Ai = {g∈G; dms(g) i}; Ai = {g∈G; dms(g) i&dms(g) = i},
Di = {g∈G; ∀j∈dms(g)¬(i¡j)},
Di = {g∈G; ∀j∈dms(g)¬(i6j)},
Gi =Ai=Ai and Ki =Di=Di.
Then Ai and Di are convex ‘-subgroups of G, Ai (resp. Di) is a convex ‘-subgroup
of Ai (resp. Di) and Gi and Ki are isomorphic totally ordered abelian groups.
We shall now give, for divisible, r-projectable, special-valued ‘-groups, an embed-
ding theorem which is an analogue of the Conrad–Harvey–Holland [5] theorem, but in
which the root system and the totally ordered groups involved are interpretable in the
given ‘-group. This uses the Conrad embedding theorem for Abelian divisible groups
with a valuation [4].
Theorem 4.5 (Conrad [4]). Let G be a divisible group, , a partially ordered set, and
v a ,-valuation on G. There is a ,-embedding . of the group G in a subgroup of
the ,-sum of the (G")"∈,:
Without giving the exact de2nitions of the notions involved, we shall just say that,
if G is a r-projectable, special-valued ‘-groups, and , is the root-system I(G), then
dms is a ,-valuation, the G", "∈ I(G), are de2ned as in Lemma 4.4, the ,-sum is
here the Hahn product, the given ,-embedding . commutes, as well as its inverse,
with dms. Furthermore, . is an embedding of ‘-groups satisfying ms(.(g))=dms(g):
Theorem 4.6. Let G be a divisible, r-projectable, special-valued ‘-group. There is an
embedding / of G in the Hahn product V (G)=V (I(G); (Gi)i∈I(G)); such that for each
g∈G, ms(/(g))=dms(g).
Remark that the structure of a divisible, r-projectable, special-valued ‘-group G is
not determined by dms(G) and the family of totally ordered quotients groups Gi, for
i∈ I(G). For example, dms(⊕(I; (Gi)i∈I ))=dms(N (I; (Gi)i∈I )). We give another exam-
ple. Let I be a branching root-system, (Gi)i∈I be a family of totally ordered divisible
groups, and let G=V (I; (Gi)i∈I ). Suppose that the supremum  of the cardinality of
chains in I is greater than ℵ1. If 0 is an in2nite cardinal smaller than  and G0 is
the subgroup of those elements in G whose support has no chain of cardinality greater
than or equal to 0, then G0 is an ‘-subgroup of G, and G is not isomorphic to G0,
but dms(G0)=dms(G)=A(I).
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Corollary 4.7. If G is divisible r-projectable and special-valued, then dms(G) is
orthoseparated.
5. Embeddings
Now we introduce the notion of morphism which will be used in our back and
forth argument. In the following sections G, G′, G1, G2 will stand for special-valued,
r-projectable ‘-groups. Each of them, say G for example, is embedded in V (G), with
dms(g; G)=ms(g; V (G)). Let H be an ‘-subgroup of G. For each h∈H we can
consider dms(h; G), and de2ne dms(H;G)= {a∈dms(G); ∃ h∈H ;dms(h; G)= a}. If
g; h∈G and a=dms(h)⊆dms(g), we de2ne g|a= gh and this does not depend on the
choice of h. If a1; : : : ; an is a partition of dms(g), then g= g|a1⊕ · · · ⊕ g|an. We also
de2ne g∩′h = g|(dms(g)∩dms(h)) as a partially de2ned operation.
De"nition 5.1. (1) H is r*-projectable in G, (or H is an r*-projectable-‘-subgroup of
G), if it is ⊥-closed in G and dms(H;G) is ∩-closed in dms(G) (iJ it is ⊥-closed and
∩′-closed in G).
(2) An homomorphism f from G into G′ is an r*-embedding if it induces a map F
from dms(G) into dms(G′) by de2ning F(dms(g))=dms(f(g)), (then F is a lattice
homomorphism), f and F are embeddings, f commute with ⊥, and F commute with
∩ when de2ned.
Lemma 5.2. Let G be divisible, r-projectable, special-valued. Then an ‘-subgroup H
of G is r∗-projectable in G if for each h∈H , and each s∈T ′(dms(H;G)) such that
s⊆dms(h; G), h|s (in the sense of G) belongs to H .
Let D denotes a divisible ‘-subgroup of an ‘-group G. G being 2xed, we write
T ′(D)=T ′(dms(D;G)).
There exists a unique smallest divisible and r*-projectable ‘-subgroup of G contain-
ing D; we denote it by Dr . It has the same cardinality as D, and can be obtained by
closure under the binary operations +;∨; ∧ , and ⊥, and ∩′ when de2ned. We denote
by L′′′ the corresponding language.
Next we give an alternative description of Dr using T ′(ms(D;G)). De2ning S =
{∑i=1;:::;n(xi|si); xi ∈D; si⊆ms(xi); si ∈T ′(D); n∈N}, we shall prove that Dr = S. First
remark that S is a divisible subgroup.
Lemma 5.3. In the de5nition of S we can add the conditions:
(a) si⊆ms+(xi) or si⊆ms−(xi),
(b) (i = j)⇒ (si⊥ sj or si¡sj or sj¡si),
(c) If si¡sj, then (sj)si = sj and ∃t ∈T ′(D); t⊥ si and (sj)t = sj. (We denote this
property by c(si; sj).)
Proof. The following fact will be used in the proof. Let x; y∈G and s; s1; s2 ∈ms(G).
If s⊆ms(x) and s= s1⊕ s2, then x|s=(x|s1)⊕ (x|s2).
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Let g∈ S and .= ∑i=1;:::;n (xi|si), with xi ∈D; si⊆ms(xi); si ∈T ′(D), be a represen-
tation of g.
A0 = {s∈T ′(D) which appears in .},
B0 = {
∑
i∈I ′ xi; I
′⊆{1; : : : ; n}},
C0 = {ms+(b); ms−(b); b∈B0}∪ {ms(b)ms+(b−b′); ms(b)ms−(b−b′); b; b′ ∈B0}.
C0 is orthoseparated and T ′(C0) is 2nite.
Let T ′′ denotes the 2nite root-system irr(T ′(C0)), and let s1; : : : ; sn be its elements.
Each s∈A0 is an orthogonal join of elements of T ′′ (an antichain of T ′′), whence
g admits a representation as a sum .=
∑
j=1;:::;m(xj|sj) where each sj belongs to T ′′.
Then condition (a) is satis2ed, and if si and sj appear in ., then either si = sj or si¡sj
or si¿sj. Let D(.) be the set of antichains occurring at least twice in ..
We shall rewrite the sum . (give a new representation .′ of .) in such a way that:
(a) .′ contains at most one occurrence of the antichains;
(b) Every (possibly new) antichain s′ ∈D(.′) is bounded above in the antichain lat-
tice, by some element of D(.). That is, at each step one element of maximal
“weight” in D(.) is eliminated thus decreasing the total “weight” of the given rep-
resentation of . (maybe at the expense of the cardinality of D(.)). The “weight”
of an antichain is the sum of the “heights” of its elements viewed as members of
the (2nite) root-system T ′′, and the (total) “weight” of a representation . is the
sum of the “weight” of the antichains occurring in .. We leave to the reader the
task of formalizing this induction on “weight”, and just observe that this process
stops, as T ′′ is 2nite.
Suppose .=
∑
j=1;:::; m(xj|sj), sj ∈T ′′, and s maximal appearing at least twice in the
sum. Let J = {j; 16j6m; sj = s}. Consider ms(
∑
j∈J (xj|s)).
∑
j∈J (xj) belongs to B0
so ms((
∑
j∈J xj)|s) is in T ′(C0), and hence can be decomposed in an orthogonal sum
in T ′′: s=
⊕
p(s
′′
p ) so g=
∑
j∈J (xj|s)=
⊕
p((
∑
j∈J (xj))|s′′p )= .′. The s′′p are pairwise
orthogonal and for each p s′′p6s. Remark that in this process condition (a) is preserved.
Now we want to realize condition (c). First remark that if we assume c(si; sj), then
sj′¿sj implies c(si; sj′) . So, if (c) is not realized, then there is a maximal s∈T ′′ and
some si¡s such that c(si; s) is not realized. We choose a maximal such si.
Below we prove that (xj|sj) + (xi|si)= (xj + xi)|sj and sj ⊆ms(xi + xj), whence we
can replace (xj|sj) + (xi|si) by (xj + xi)|sj in the writing of .. By induction, this will
prove (c).
If xi|si and xj|sj are both positive or both negative, then ms((xj + xi)|sj)= sj.
If not, we consider ms(xi)∨ms(xi + xj) which equals sj (indeed, if t ∈ms(xj), then
either t =∈ms(xi) so t ∈ms(xj) or t ∈ms(xi), and (ms(xi + xj)|t)6t). Since T ′′ is or-
thoseparated, it is an orthogonal sum u⊕ v with u⊆ms(xi) and v⊆ms(xi+xj). Finally,
since sj is irreducible and si strictly less than sj, u is empty and sj ⊆ms(xi + xj).
Remark. (1) Condition (c) implies that if si¡sj, then they are disjoint.
(2) A sum satisfying conditions (a)–(c) is zero if and only if each of its components
is zero.
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Corollary 5.4. S =Dr .
Proof. It is clear that S is a divisible subgroup, and that for each x∈ S, x+ ∈ S. Hence
it is an ‘-subgroup of G. It is easy to verify that S is also closed under the binary
operation x⊥y, and that ms(S) is ∩-closed in G.
Remark that if D is a subgroup of G and 7 is the ‘-subgroup generated by D, then
T ′(7)=T ′({ms+(g); g∈D}). (Indeed, 7 is the lattice generated by {g+; g∈D}.)
Now, if D is a divisible and r*-projectable ‘-subgroup of G and y∈G\D, let 7 be
the divisible ‘-subgroup of G generated by D and y, and let 〈D; y〉‘r be the divisible
and r*-projectable ‘-subgroup generated by D and y. We have
〈D; y〉‘r =
{∑
i=1;::;n
(qiy + di)|si; si ∈ T ′(7); di ∈ D; qi ∈ Q;
si ⊆ ms(qiy + di); n ∈ N
}
:
6. Elementary equivalence and elementary embedding
We shall now carry out our back and forth constructions.
Lemma 6.1. Let D1 (resp. D2) be a divisible r∗-projectable ‘-subgroup of G1(resp.
G2). For i=1 or 2, let Vi =V (Gi).
Let y∈V1\D1 and let D′′1 be the divisible r∗-projectable ‘-subgroup of V1 generated
by D1 and y. Let f be an isomorphism from D1 onto D2 and let F be an isomorphism
from ms(D′′1 ) into ms(V2) such that for each g∈D1, F(ms(g; V1))=ms(f(g); V2). Let
d0 = 0; d1; d2; : : : ; dn ∈D1.
Then there is y′ ∈V2 such that for i=0; : : : ; n:
ms+(y′ + f(di)) = F(ms+(y + di)) and
ms−(y′ + f(di)) = F(ms−(y + di)): (9)
Proof. Let C = {d0; d1; : : : ; dn} and suppose −C ⊆C. Let
M = {(y + d)+; (y + d)−; (d+ d′)+; (d+ d′)−; d = d′; d; d′ ∈ C}:
We can enlarge ms(M) to a 2nite orthoseparated sublattice L of ms(D′′1 ). Let T
′=
T ′(L; ms(D′′1 )).
I(T ′) is an orthogonal sum of connected components. Then y and each di can be
decomposed as the orthogonal sum of a family yj, respectively (di)j, indexed by the
set J of connected components and such that yj and (di)j belong to j∈ J . In order to
obtain a y′ such that for each i, y; y′; (di) satisfy (9), it suMces to have a family (y′j)
such that for each i and j, yj; y′j; (di)j satisfy (9).
Hence w.l.o.g. we can assume that I(T ′) is connected.
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If for some d∈D, ms(y + d)= ∅, then y′= − f(d) satis2es (9). Henceforth, we
assume that for each d∈D, ms(y + d) = ∅. We can also suppose that y¿0.
Let mp(T ′) be the set of minimal points of I(T ′) and 0∈mp(T ′). Remark that if
some y′ satis2es
(a) for each d∈D, y; y′; d satisfy (9), and
(b) for some d′ ∈D and 0∈mp(T ′)): ms(y + d)0¿ms(y + d′)0, then
(y + f′(d))|F(0) ¿ (y + f′(d))|F(0):
This follows from (F ′(ms(y+ d))F′(0)¿(F ′(ms(y+ d′))F′(0), and the facts that y+ d,
y+ d′, d− d′ have constant sign above 0, and F(d)− F(d′) has constant sign above
F(0).
Let 0∈mp(T ′), and de2ne m+0 = min{ms+(y + d)(0); d∈D} and m−0 = min{ms−
(y+ d)(0); d∈D}; at least one of these antichains is nonempty. If only one of them
is nonempty we denote it by m0, and if both are nonempty we set m0 = min{m+0 ; m−0 }.
Remark that if 9∈ I(T ′) and 9¿m0, then (y+d)9 =0. If 0; 0′ ∈mp(T ′) and 0¡m0′ ,
then m06m0′ .
Let A be a maximal subset of mp(T ′) such that if 0 = 0′, then m0 =m0′ .
Let D+0 = {d;ms+(y+d)=ms+0 }, D−0 = {d;ms−(y+d)=ms−0 }, D0 =D+0 ∪D−0 , and
d0 = min{d;d∈D0}.
Now we de2ne y′. For this we choose arbitrarily 00 ∈A, and de2ne:
y′=f(d00 ) +
∑
0∈A;0 
= 00 f((d
0 − d00 )0) + t0,
where ms(t0)⊆F(m0) and t0 is
• strictly positive if m0 =m+0 =m−0 ,
• strictly negative if m0 =m−0 =m+0 ,
• and t0 = 12(min{f(d);d∈D+0 }+min{f(d);d∈D−0 }) if m0 =m+0 =m−0 .
It is easy to verify that with y′ thus de2ned, y; y′; d satisfy (9) for each d∈D.
Let T be the set of the terms of the language L′′′. The isomorphism f satis2es
that for each t ∈T and Ug∈Dn1; f(t( Ug))= t(f( Ug)) (if one of them is de2ned, the other
is also de2ned and they are equal).
Theorem 6.2. Let G1 and G2 be divisible, r-projectable, special-valued ‘-groups. If
g1 ∈Gn1 ; g2 ∈Gn2 are such that:
(dms(G1); (dms(t(g1))t∈T;) ≡ (dms(G2); (dms(t(g2))t∈T;); (10)
then
(G1; g1) ≡ (G2; g2): (11)
Proof. Let G′1 and G
′
2 be !1-saturated models in the language of ‘-groups with n
constants such that (G1; g1), (resp. (G2; g2)) is an elementary substructure of (G′1; g1)
(resp. of (G′2; g1)). We have
(dms(G′1); (dms(t(g1))t∈T;) ≡ (dms(G′2); (dms(t(g2))t∈T;) (12)
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and both these models are !1-saturated. Hence we have a family F of partial isomor-
phisms between countable substructures with the back-and-forth property, such that for
each f∈F and t ∈T,
f(dms(t(g1)) = dms(t(g2)):
Using this we shall construct a family F′ of partial isomorphisms between countable
divisible and r∗-projectable ‘-subgroups of G′1 and G
′
2, with the back-and-forth property
and such that for each f′ ∈F′ and 16i6n, f′(g1i)= g2i.
G′1 (resp. G
′
2) is r*-embedded in V (G
′
1) (resp. V (G
′
2)), and for this embedding dms
coincides with ms.
Now we de2ne F′:
Let (G1)0 (resp. (G2)0) be the divisible r*-projectable ‘-subgroup generated by
g11; : : : ; g1n in G1 (resp. by g21; : : : ; g2n in G2).
If D1 ⊂ G′1 and D2 ⊂ G′2 are countable, divisible and r*-projectable ‘-subgroups
containing (G1)0 and (G2)0, respectively, and f′ an isomorphism from D1 to D2, then
f′ ∈F′ iJ
(1) for each t ∈T; f′(t(g1))= t(g2); and
(2) there exists an f∈F such that for each g1 ∈D1 and g2 ∈D2, if g2 =f′(g1), then
ms(g2)=f(ms(g1)) in G′2 (such an f is unique, whenever it exists, and it is the
isomorphism induced by f′ on the maximal supports).
• F′ is not empty because, f′(t(g1))= t(g2) for t ∈T gives an isomorphism between
(G1)0 and (G2)0.
• We prove that F′ has the back-and-forth property. Let D1 ⊂ G′1 and D2 ⊂ G′2 be
countable, divisible and r*-projectable ‘-subgroups containing, respectively, (G1)0
and (G2)0. Let f′ ∈F′ be an isomorphism from D1 onto D2, let f∈F be the
induced isomorphism from ms(D1) to ms(D2) and let y∈G′1\D1. Let 7 (resp. D′′1 ) be
the divisible subgroup (resp. divisible and r*-projectable ‘-subgroup) of G′1 generated
by D1 and y. By the back-and-forth argument on F, f can be extended to a map
F de2ned on T ′(7)=dms(D′′1 ).
We want to de2ne f′′ ∈F′, extending f′ with dom(f′′)=D′′1 ; f′′ has to be an iso-
morphism and verify for each x∈D′′1 : ms(f′′(x))=F(ms(x)) and f′′(x)60 iJ x60
(i.e. ms+(f′′(x))=F(ms+(x)) and ms−(f′′(x))=F(ms−(x))): D′′1 = {
∑
i=1;::;n(qiy +
di) | si; si ∈T (7); di ∈D1; qi ∈Q; si⊆ms(qiy + di)} and ms(D′′1 )=T ′(D′′1 )=
T ′(7)=T ′({ms+(qiy+di);di ∈D1; qi ∈Q})=T ′({ms+(y+di); ms−(y+di);di ∈D1}).
In order to be able to de2ne f′′(y) it is suMcient to 2nd a z ∈G′2 such that ms+(qz+
f′(d))=F(ms+(qy + d)), i.e. for all d∈D1, ms+(z + f′(d))=F(ms+(y + d)) and
ms−(z + f′(d))=F(ms−(y + d)).
For each d∈D1, let h′d and k ′d ∈G′2 satisfy F(ms+(y+d))=ms(h′d)=ms+(h′d), and
F(ms−(y + d))=ms(k ′d)=ms
−(k ′d).
For each d; g; g′ ∈G′1, the property ms+(g+d)=ms(g′) (resp. ms−(g+d)=ms(g′))
can be expressed as a formula ;(g; d; g′) (resp. "(g; d; g′)), in the language of ‘-groups.
Consider the following set < of formulas:
< = {;(t; f′(d); h′d); "(t; f′(d); k ′d); d ∈ D1}:
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It suMces to prove that each 2nite subset of < can be satis2ed, and Lemma 6.1 does
this.
As a consequence we obtain:
Theorem 6.3. Let G1 and G2 be divisible, r-projectable special-valued ‘-groups such
that (dms(G1);)≡ (dms(G2);). Then G1≡G2.
Section 7 below is devoted to some applications of this result.
First remark that if G is projectable and has a weak-unit u, dms(G) is isomorphic
to the Boolean algebra B(G; u) introduced in [16]; in this case G is special-valued
iJ B(G; u) is atomic and our 2rst-order classi2cation then coincide with the results of
Weispfenning.
Now we prove a relative quanti2er elimination result.
Theorem 6.4. For each formula ’ in the language L of ‘-groups, there are terms
t1; : : : ; tk in the language L′′′ (of ‘-groups plus ⊥ and the partially de5ned binary op-
eration ∩′), and a formula  in the language L1 = {6}, such that for each divisible,
r-projectable, special-valued ‘-group G:
G |=’( Ug) i< dms(G) |=  (dms(t1( Ug); : : : ; tk( Ug)).
Proof. Let T be the theory of divisible r-projectable ‘-groups, and let T ′ denote the
set of “spectral” formulas, i.e. those formulas # in the language L of ‘-groups for
which there are some terms t1; : : : ; tk in L′′′ and a formula @ in L1 such that G |=#( Ug)
iJ dms(G) |= @(dms(t1( Ug); : : : ; tk( Ug)).
Let T ′’ be the subset of spectral consequences of ’ : T
′
’ = {#∈T ′;T ∪{’} |=#}.
If T ′’ ∪{¬’} is inconsistent, this comes from a 2nite number of formulas in T ′’. This
gives a formula of T ′’ which is equivalent to ’, so the proof is done.
If T ′’ ∪{¬’} is consistent, it has a model (G; Ug); let T ′’;G = { ∈T ′; (G; Ug) |=  }∪ {’}.
(1) If T ′’ ∪{¬’} is consistent, then T ′’;G is also consistent. Otherwise there is some
 ∈T ′ such that ¬ is a consequence of ’ and (G; Ug) |=  , which is impossible.
(2) Let (G′; g′) be a model of T ′’;G. Then (G
′; g′)≡ (G; Ug) but (G′; g′) |=’ and (G; Ug)
|=¬’.
This makes it possible to characterize elementary embeddings:
Theorem 6.5. Let G and G′ be divisible, r-projectable, special-valued ‘-groups such
that G is an ‘-subgroup of G′. Then, G is an elementary substructure of G′ i<
(1) The inclusion is an r∗-embedding of G into G′, and
(2) (dms(G);)4 (dms(G′);).
Proof. (a) Suppose that G4G′; then (1) and (2) are satis2ed because dms(g) 
dms(g′), g′′= g′⊥g and dms(z)=dms(g)∩dms(g′) are de2nable by ‘-group formulas.
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(b) Suppose that G⊆G′ and (1) and (2) are satis2ed. The inclusion G⊆G′ induces
an embedding of dms(G) into dms(G′). Let ’ be a formula in the language of ‘-
groups, with parameters in G, satis2ed in G′. By 6.4, there are terms t1; : : : ; tk in
L′′′ and a formula  in the language L1 such that for each divisible, r-projectable,
special-valued ‘-group H and Uh∈Hn,
H |=’( Uh) iJ dms(H) |=  (dms(t1( Uh), dms(tk( Uh))). Applying this to G′: G′ |=’( Ug)
iJ dms(G′) |=  (dms(t1( Ug)); : : : ; dms(tk( Ug))). By (2) dms(G′) |=  (dms(t1( Ug)); : : :,
dms(tk( Ug))) implies
dms(G) |=  (dms(t1( Ug)); : : : ; dms(tk( Ug))). Therefore G |=’( Ug).
7. Applications
First we apply our results to Hahn products.
Corollary 7.1. If (I;6) and (J;6) are elementary equivalent root-systems, (I;6)
≡ (J;6), and for all i∈ I , j∈ J , Gi and Gj are divisible, then V (I; (Gi)i∈I )≡
V (J; (Gj)j∈J ).
Proof. I=R is branching and V (I; (Gi)i∈I )=V (I=R; (Giˆ)iˆ∈I=R).
If (I;6)≡ (J;6), then (I=R;6)≡ (J=R;6). Since each Gi is divisible, so is each
G–ˆ. So, without loss of generality we can suppose that (I;6) and (J;6) are branch-
ing. We use a transfer principle proved by Gluschankof [11] between a root-system
and its system of antichains: (I;6)≡ (J;6) implies (A(I);)≡ (A(J );). Since
dms(V (I; (Gi)i∈I ))=A(I), the result follows from Theorem 6.3 upon noting that
V (I; (Gi)i∈I ) is divisible, r-projectable and special-valued.
Remark. One can wonder whether Corollary 7.1 follows from the Feferman–Vaught
theorem on 2rst-order theories of generalized products [8]. If it was the case, the
Feferman–Vaught theorem would yield as well the elementary equivalence of Hahn
products of arbitrary structures over elementarily equivalent root systems. Below we
show that this is not true for semigroups.
De2ne P′(I)= {P ∈P(I);∀Q⊆P;∀t ∈Q; ∃ t′ ∈Q; t6t′& t′ maximal in Q}. The
Feferman–Vaught theorem says that if (P′(I);⊆;∩;)≡ (P′(J ); ⊆ ;∩;) and the
Gi’s and Gj’s are elementarily equivalent, then V (I; (Gi)i∈I )≡V (J; (Gj)j∈J .
Consider now a Hahn product of semigroups instead of groups. The following
counter-example is inspired from [13,7, Examples 4–9]. According to Ribenboim [14]
de2ne a comb to be a root-system in which the subset of nonminimal elements is totally
ordered and each nonminimal element is the successor of one and only one minimal
element. A comb is determined by the chain of its nonminimal elements. The class of
combs is axiomatizable and two combs are elementary equivalent iJ their nonminimal
parts are elementary equivalent.
For each chain c=(c;6) we de2ne a comb Cb(c)= (c×{0; 1};6′) where 6′ is
given by (x; y)6′(x′; y′) if and only if ((x¡x′&y′=1) or (x= x′&y6y′)). Consider
the combs C =Cb(!) and C′=Cb(!+ Z) whose nonminimal parts are, respectively,
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the chains ! and ! + Z, N the ordered semigroup of integers, and the Hahn powers
N =V (C;N) and N ′=V (C′;N). An element of N (resp. N ′) can be described by a
family (ni; n′i)i∈c where ni; n
′
i ∈N and c is the chain ! (resp. !+Z). To each minimal
point mj =(0i ; ;ij)i∈c in the comb corresponds a minimal nonzero element in the Hahn
power, which, following the given notation will be written (0; ;ij)i∈c. Let m be the set
of minimal nonzero elements in N (or N ′). If x∈m; x=(0; ;ij)i∈c, let xs =(;ij; 0)i∈c.
It is de2nable with parameter x as follows: If x is the least element, xs is the least
nonsuccessor element greater than x; if x is not the least element, then xs is the
least element x′ such that x¡x′ and x⊥ = x′⊥. Then N ′ satis2es ∀z(∀x∈m∀y(z =y +
x)⇒∃ x∈m∀y(z =y + xs), while this formula is not satis2ed in N .
Lemma 7.2. Let (I;6) be a root-system, (Gi)i∈I be a family of totally ordered groups
and H be an ‘-group such that ⊕(I; (Gi)i∈I )⊆H ⊆V (I; (Gi)i∈I ). Then I(H)= I=R and
H is special-valued.
Proof. (1) I(H) is the set of irreducible elements in dms(H), and dms(h) is irreducible
if and only if there is i∈ I such that ms(h)= {i}. Therefore, if dms(h) and dms(h′) are
irreducible, then ms(h)= {i} and ms(h′)= {j} for some i; j∈ I , and dms(h)=dms(h′)
if and only if i⊥= j⊥, i.e. iJ iRj.
(2) Since ⊕(I; (Gi)i∈I )⊆H , for each h∈H and i∈ms(h) there is hi ∈H such that
ms(hi)= {i} (de2ne hi by (hi)j =0 if i = j and hi if i= j). dms(hi) is irreducible and
dms(hi) dms(h).
Corollary 7.3. Let (I6) be a root-system, (Gi)i∈I be a family of divisible totally
ordered groups and H be an ‘-group such that ⊕(I; (Gi)i∈I )⊆H ⊆V (I; (Gi)i∈I ). If H
is laterally complete, then H ≡V (I; (Gi)i∈I ).
Proof. H is laterally complete and by the previous lemma it is special-valued; hence
it is r-projectable. We have dms(H)=A(I=R), so by 6.3, H ≡V (I=R; (Giˆ)iˆ∈I=R)=
V (I; (Gi)i∈I ).
Corollary 7.4. If H is divisible, special-valued and laterally complete, then H ≡V (H).
Proof. H is special-valued and laterally-complete, hence r-projectable; H ⊆V (H) and
dms(H)=A(I(dms(H))=dms(V (H)).
Glushankof [11] gave a 2rst-order characterization of the lattices which are elemen-
tary equivalent to the lattice of antichains of some root-system T ≡A(S); he called
them systems of antichains. T is a system of antichains if the de2nable subset of
irreducible elements I(T ) is a root-system (then T ⊆A(I(T ))) and there are “enough”
antichains in T . Here “enough” is 2rst-order de2ned. So we have:
Corollary 7.5. A divisible ‘-group G is elementary equivalent to a Hahn product of
totally ordered groups over some root-system i< G is special-valued, r-projectable and
dms(G) is a “system of antichains” of I(dms(G)) (i.e. dms(G)≡A(I(dms(G)))).
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Corollary 7.6. Let (I;6) be a root-system, (Gi)i∈I be a family of divisible totally or-
dered groups and H be a divisible ‘-group such that ⊕(I; (Gi)i∈I )⊆H ⊆V (I; (Gi)i∈I ).
If H is 5nite-valued, then H ≡⊕ (I; (Gi)i∈I ).
Proof. H is 2nite-valued, hence it is special-valued and r-projectable. ms(H)=Af(I)
and dms(H)=Af(I=R)=dms(⊕ (I=R); Giˆ), so H ≡⊕ (I=R); Giˆ)≡⊕ (I; (Gi)i∈I ).
Corollary 7.7. If G is divisible and 5nite valued, then G≡⊕ (I=R); Giˆ), where I is
the root-system of its values and Giˆ is as in Lemma 4.4.
Proof. We have ⊕ (I; (Gi)i∈I )⊆G⊆V (I; (Gi)i∈I ). Applying the previous corollary we
obtain the result.
Remark. (1) When I is trivially ordered dms(V (I;R))=A(I)=P(I) and dms(⊕
(I;R))=Af(I) which in this case is Pf(I). We know that if I is not 2nite, P(I)
is not elementary equivalent to Pf(I) (one of them is a Boolean algebra and the other
is not). Hence in this case V (I;R) ≡⊕ (I;R).
(2) Whenever I has an in2nitely branching point i0, V (I;R) cannot be elemen-
tary equivalent to ⊕ (I;R). In this case, for every g0 ∈V (I;R) such that dms(g0) is
irreducible, the convex subgroup {g∈G; dms(g)  dms(g0)&dms(g) =dms(g0)}
admits a weak unit, while this is not true in ⊕ (I;R) as there is no weak unit in⊕
i¡i0 (I;R).
We also give an application of our characterization of elementary substructures:
Corollary 7.8. Let N (I; (Gi)i∈I ) denote the narrow Hahn product, as introduced in
Example 2.5. Then ⊕ (I; (Gi)i∈I ) is an elementary substructure of N (I; (Gi)i∈I ). Hence,
if I itself admits only 5nite antichains, ⊕ (I; (Gi)i∈I ) is an elementary substructure of
V (I; (Gi)i∈I ).
8. Generalizations
Our results can be generalized to those divisible r-projectable ‘-groups G such that
dms(G) is an orthoseparated lattice. We obtain that for those ‘-groups:
G ≡ G′ iJ dms(G) ≡ dms(G′): (13)
As a particular case when the ‘-groups are projectable, our result coincides with
the 2rst-order classi2cation of Weispfenning [16]. In another direction Gluschankof
and the author ([12], see also [3]) constructed several classes of r-projectable, but
nonprojectable ‘-groups, whose dms(G) is an orthoseparated lattice, and for which,
therefore, (13) holds.
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